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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Thank you for your interest in the Triple Point Estate Planning Service. 
Should you have any queries in relation to this document and/or 
any action you should take, please contact your Financial Adviser 
authorised under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA). 

This Information Memorandum (“Memorandum”), which constitutes a 
financial promotion for the purposes of section 21 of the Financial  
Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”), is issued  by Triple Point 
Administration LLP (“TPAL”) which is authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). This Memorandum does not  
constitute a prospectus for the purposes of the Prospectus Rules.

Triple Point Group comprises the following companies and associated 
entities: Triple Point Investment Management LLP registered in 
England & Wales no. OC321250, authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority no. 456597, Triple Point Administration 
LLP registered in England & Wales no. OC391352 and authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority no. 618187, TP Nominees 
Limited registered in England & Wales no.07839571, and Triple Point 
LLP no. OC310549, all of 18 St. Swithin’s Lane, London, EC4N 8AD, UK.

This Memorandum may be distributed to persons falling within the 
following categories of investor:

1. Existing clients of a financial adviser regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority;

2. Persons who meet the criteria for being a professional client in 
accordance with COBS 3.5;

3. Persons who qualify as certified high net worth individuals in 
accordance with COBS 4.7.7(a);

4. Persons who qualify as certified sophisticated investors in  
accordance with COBS 4.7.7(b);

5. Persons who qualify as self-certified sophisticated investors in 
accordance with COBS 4.7.7(c); and

6. Persons who confirm that they will only invest 10% of their 
net assets in non-readily realisable securities by signing the 
Restricted Investor Statement in accordance with COBS 4.7.10.

By accepting this Memorandum, the recipient represents and warrants 
to TPAL that he is a person who falls within the above description 
of persons in respect of whom TPAL has approved it as a financial 
promotion. This Memorandum is not to be disclosed to any other 
person or used for any other purpose. Any other person who receives 
this Information Memorandum should not rely on its contents.

By applying to the Triple Point Estate Planning Service you are 
confirming that you are aware of the risks associated with non-readily 
realisable investments. You should read carefully and consider the 
risk summary on page 22 and 23. The Triple Point Estate Planning 
Service will not be appropriate for all potential investors. You should 
seek advice from a financial adviser, authorised and regulated by the 
FCA, before deciding whether or not to invest through the Triple Point 
Estate Planning Service. This document is not available to persons 
outside the United Kingdom and does not constitute an offer or 
invitation to invest in any company to any such persons.

Prospective investors’ attention is drawn to the fact that Triple Point 
Investment Management LLP is exempted from the AIFMD pursuant 
to Article 3(2)(a) of the AIFMD (the so-called ‘de minimis exemption’). 
Therefore, prospective investors shall not benefit from any rights 
from the AIFMD, nor will Triple Point Investment Management LLP 
be obliged to comply with any obligation thereunder, except to the 
extent provided under Article 3(2) of the AIFMD. The Triple Point Estate 
Planning Service is classified as a Retail Investment Product, and does not 

constitute an unregulated collective investment scheme under FSMA.

We have been advised that the Triple Point Estate Planning Service 
is a managed service, which is an Alternative Investment Fund for 
the purposes of the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive 
(“AIFMD”). Triple Point Investment Management  LLP  has  been  
appointed as the Alternative Investment Fund Manager of the Triple 
Point Estate Planning Service and is authorised by the FCA as a Small 
Authorised Alternative Investment Fund Manager. The underlying 
strategies in which the Triple Point Estate Planning Service will invest, 
Navigator and Generations, are each also Alternative Investment Funds 
for the purposes of AIFMD, and Triple Point Investment Management 
LLP has been appointed as the Alternative Investment Fund Manager 
to each of these funds. We have been advised that the Triple Point 
Estate Planning Service is also classified as a Retail Investment 
Product, that it does not constitute an Unregulated Collective 
Investment Scheme under the Financial Services and Markets Act 
2000, and will not be subject to the rules for non-mainstream pooled 
investments.

This Memorandum should be read in conjunction with the Investor  
Agreement  and  Application Form. The Triple  Point Estate Planning 
Service has been designed to meet the needs of high net worth and or 
sophisticated investors seeking inheritance tax relief through stable 
investments. You should consider an investment in this service as a 
long term investment. Investments in unquoted shares such as those 
to be made through the Triple Point Estate Planning Service may carry 
higher risks than investments in quoted shares. The value of your 
investment through the Triple Point Estate Planning Service could 
go down as well as up. Investing in unquoted shares may expose you 
to a significant risk of losing all the money you invest. Furthermore, 
unquoted securities may be subject to transfer restrictions and may 
be difficult to sell. You should consider carefully the suitability of 
an investment in small to medium-sized unquoted companies. Your 
application will be subject to your financial adviser certifying that your 
participation in the Triple Point Estate Planning Service meets your 
objectives, that you have the expertise, experience and knowledge 
to understand the risks and that you are able to bear the associated 
risk involved in participating in the service. Investors who do not have 
financial advisers who will provide this confirmation will not be able 
to participate in the Triple Point Estate Planning Service. Please also 
read the Investment Management Agreement and the Application 
Form. Triple Point is covered by the Financial Services Compensation 
Scheme. The Financial Services Compensation Scheme can pay 
compensation to qualifying investors in the event that investors have a 
claim and that Triple Point is unable to meet its obligations to them up 
to a maximum amount of £50,000.

It should be noted that laws relating to specific tax incentives are 
subject to change, and apply differently to individuals depending on 
their circumstances. Potential investors should seek advice from a 
qualified tax adviser. Disclosure of Tax Arrangements: we have been 
advised that there is no obligation to disclose the arrangements to Her 
Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (“HMRC”) in advance of submission of 
tax returns by the entities into which investment is arranged.

Triple Point has taken all reasonable care to ensure that the facts 
stated in this document are true and accurate in all material respects 
and that there are no material facts or opinions which have been 
omitted which would make any part of this document misleading. 
Triple Point accepts responsibility accordingly. However, nothing in 
this Memorandum should be construed as constituting legal, taxation, 
investment or other advice.

10 July 2016
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As with any investment, there is no guarantee that the target return 
will be achieved and investors may get back less than the amount they 
invested. Past performance is not a guide to future performance and 
may not be repeated.

Tax rules and reliefs are subject to change. The availability of business 
relief depends on the companies in which investments are arranged, 

CONTENTS

We understand that sometimes you might need a 

little extra information or be unsure of certain details 

contained within this document. Please don’t hesitate 

to contact us on 020 7201 8990 with any questions. 

We cannot provide you with financial advice, but we 

are always willing to provide you with information or 

discuss any administrative queries with you.

establishing and maintaining their tax status. The availability of tax 
reliefs for investors will also depend on personal circumstances.

A more detailed summary of the risks is set out on pages 22 and 23 
and should be read prior to making any investment.

RISKS

NEED SOME HELP?



 We understand the hard work 
and dedication it takes to create 
wealth for you and your family.
‘‘ ‘‘



At Triple Point we know that 
when investing for the next 
generation, you need a solution 
that not only preserves the value 
of your funds through Business 
Relief, but ensures the continued 
growth of your capital.

Welcome to Triple Point
PRIVATE INVESTMENT SPECIALISTS

 We strive to deliver 
more than just investment 
returns, and continually 
look to create value for our 
investors and partners.
Ben Beaton
Managing Partner, Triple Point

‘‘ ‘‘
Furthermore we know that the current 

investment environment is an unstable 

one and that in order to unlock true value, 

you need to partner with an investment 

specialist that has a track record of positive 

performance during full economic cycles 

and provides access to investments that are 

uncorrelated to traditional equity markets.

Built on our successful track record of performance, in 2016 

Triple Point celebrated 10 years in the Business Relief sector. 

Our highly regarded Estate Planning Service (“TPEPS”) targets 

investment opportunities that offer capital security, liquidity 

and good risk adjusted returns.

The Service was designed to provide a single investment 

solution which gives investors access to real, tangible 

businesses via two strategies; Navigator and Generations. 

These strategies allow us to create value for our investors 

by partnering with businesses that are stable and cash 

generative in order to deliver services and support growth in 

the UK economy. With so many BR Service Providers in the 

market, The Triple Point Estate Planning Service provides 

additional diversification to an investor’s estate by allowing 

access to the leasing sector. After 10 years of building lasting 

partnerships, Triple Point now manages one of the largest 

privately capitalised leasing businesses in the UK. We are 

delighted to have supported over 40,000 UK SMEs whilst 

returning capital to our investors promptly and predictably.

We strive to deliver more than just solid returns, and 

continually look to create value for our investors and partners.
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Liquidity

Speed

Investors in the Estate Planning

Service can opt to withdraw all or 

part of their funds if their plans 

change.

Preservation
The Service aims to preserve 

capital and deliver predictable 

returns to investors.

Flexible
Investors in the Triple Point Estate 

Planning Service can make new 

investments monthly.

Experience
Our Estate Planning Service gives

investors access to a team of

dedicated leasing and lending

professionals who have proven

track records within the sector.

Choice
Investors in the Service can choose 

from a blend of two established 

strategies; Navigator and 

Generations.

Diversification
Through funding a wide range  

of businesses and organisations, 

investors benefit from diversification 

within their portfolio.

The Service looks to achieve IHT  

exemption after 2 years compared 

to other planning options that 

can take up to 7 years.

Growth
Our Estate Planning Service targets 

returns in the range of 1.5% to 

6.0% p.a. (net of annual fees, charges 

and corporation tax).

1.5% - 6.0% 2 years

Introducing
THE TRIPLE POINT ESTATE PLANNING SERVICE

Uncorrelated 
Our strategies target consistent 

positive performance through full 

economic cycles by providing 

access to investments that 

are uncorrelated to traditional 

equity markets. (See Generations 

Strategy’s track record on page 8.)



In 2016 Triple Point’s Generations Strategy 
proudly celebrated 10 years in the market

Triple Point has consistently met target
returns within its sector

INVESTING
FOR FUTURE
GENERATIONS

Each of the Navigator and Generations 

strategies has a proven track record 

and focuses on the provision of funding 

for businesses and, in the case of the 

Generations strategy, public bodies (such 

as the NHS and Local Authorities), to 

acquire assets, deliver services, and to 

support growth and investment.

Investors can choose how to allocate their 

investment between the strategies.

10 YEARS
IN ESTATE 
PLANNING 1

The Triple Point Estate Planning Service is a clear and simple investment 
solution which allows you to invest in real, tangible businesses via 
two strategies; Navigator and Generations.

Years of 
Generations 
Strategy

NAVIGATOR STRATEGY
TARGETING ANNUAL RETURNS IN THE RANGE OF 4.0% TO 6.0% 

(NET OF ANNUAL FEES, CHARGES AND CORPORATION TAX)

Leasing and lending to a large and diverse range of 

UK-based small and medium sized businesses

GENERATIONS STRATEGY
TARGETING ANNUAL RETURNS IN THE RANGE OF 1.5% TO 

2.5% (NET OF ANNUAL FEES, CHARGES AND CORPORATION TAX)

Leasing, lending and infrastructure funding to public 

sector institutions and good quality companies



The Triple Point Estate Planning Service can achieve 
100% relief from inheritance tax (IHT) on the 
amount invested, within 2 years.

IHT Burden

After years of hard work and dedication creating wealth for you 

and your family, we know that it is important to ensure that 

this wealth is not eroded by inheritance tax.

IHT is usually paid at 40% of the amount by which an estate 

exceeds the nil rate band (NRB). The NRB is currently fixed at 

£325,000 per person and although an additional main residence 

allowance will be phased in from 2017 (reaching £175,000 by 

2020) many estates are still expected to have considerable 

exposure to IHT in the future.

How Business Relief Works

Business Relief was introduced by the Government in 1976  

as an incentive for investing in certain types of businesses in 

order to allow such businesses to be passed down to the next 

generation free from inheritance tax. 

Our Triple Point Estate Planning Service provides access to 

carefully vetted companies which are expected to qualify for 

Business Relief. We arrange these investments on your behalf.

The Triple Point Estate Planning Service

The Triple Point Estate Planning Service can achieve 100% relief 

from inheritance tax on the amount invested within two years. 

100% relief can be established immediately if you have recently 

sold a Business Relief-qualifying asset.

Many strategies take as much as seven years and typically involve 

surrendering control of assets. Investors through the Service retain 

access to their funds through owning shares in Business Relief 

qualifying companies.

An investment through the Triple Point Estate Planning Service 

can deliver the equivalent of a 66.6% uplift in post-tax value for 

the beneficiaries in respect of the amount invested (not 

including growth).

Minimum Investment £50,000

Maximum Investment There is no maximum

Additional 
Contributions

£10,000 

or more at any time, 
(each ‘top up’ will take 
up to two years to 
become IHT exempt)

Target Returns
Per Annum

Generations Strategy 
(1.5% - 2.5%)

Navigator Strategy 
(4.0% - 6.0%)

50/50 blend target 
(3.5%)

Flexibility and Control Investors can make 
new investments at 
any time and are able 
to access their funds 
through regular or  
ad hoc withdrawals

The Triple Point Estate Planning Service

Illustration

Value of £100,000 
after inheritance 
tax at 40%

£60,000
 

Value of £100,000  
exempt from 
inheritance tax

£100,000

Uplift from £60,000
to £100,000, a cash 
saving

£40,000

Equivalent to 66.6%

Business Relief
HOW DOES IT WORK?



After careful consideration with his financial 

adviser, Mr Bennett decided he would like 

to minimise this bill. By investing some of 

his investment portfolio in the Triple Point 

Estate Planning Service he realised that, after 

two years, he could protect several hundred 

If Mr Bennett does not invest 
with Triple Point Estate 
Planning Service

If Mr Bennett invests in the Triple 
Point Estate Planning Service

Gross amount available for 
investment*

£1,000,000 £1,000,000

2.5% initial charge N/A (£25,000)

Net investment into Triple Point 
Estate Planning Service

N/A £975,000

Value of investment after two 
years in the service**

N/A £1,044,444

Inheritance tax at 40% (£400,000) £0

1% dealing out fee N/A (£10,444)

Amount left to beneficiaries after death £600,000 £1,034,000

Assumption: Nil Rate Band and Main Residence NRB already used

The information above is based on current tax rules as at 10 July 2016 and could be subject to change

* net of any advisor facilitated charges

** assuming an annual return of 3.5% (50% into each strategy achieving mid range target returns) and therefore no performance fee

By investing £1,000,000 in the Triple Point Estate Planning Service, 

Mr Bennett’s estate could save £434,000 after just two years.

Case Study
REDUCING INHERITANCE TAX EXPOSURE

Example: Mr Alan Bennett

A few months ago Mr Bennett had his 

property on the Isle of Wight revalued and 

realised that, together with his sizeable 

investment portfolio, there could be a 

large inheritance tax charge when his 

estate passes to his children.

thousand pounds from inheritance tax and 

participate in capital growth.

Should his needs change the Triple Point Estate

Planning Service provides Mr Bennett with access

to his funds though any amounts that are withdrawn

may lose entitlement to inheritance tax relief.

‘‘
‘‘
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Target Returns

The table to the right shows illustrative 

returns that would be targeted from 

different portfolio allocations. All targeted 

returns are per annum, and are based 

on the mid-point return range for each 

strategy after all annual fees and charges.

Uncorrelated Returns

Our strategies target consistent, 

positive performance through full 

economic cycles by providing access 

to investments that are uncorrelated to 

traditional equity markets.

Navigator Strategy, launched 2013

Our Navigator Strategy has consistently 

met target returns since its launch in 

July 2013.

There is no guarantee that the target return 

will be achieved and investors may get 

back less than the amount they invested. 

Past performance is not a guide to future 

performance and may not be repeated.

We have extensive 
experience in arranging 
funding for a wide 
range of businesses 
and organisations.

We are cautious and meticulous in our 

approach and have selected two companies 

(TP Leasing Limited and Navigator Trading 

Limited) into which investments should 

qualify for Business Relief.

*based on current interest rate environment

Strategy Selection
INVESTORS CAN CHOOSE FROM TWO ESTABLISHED 
STRATEGIES OR SELECT A BLEND OF BOTH

Navigator Strategy
ARRANGING INVESTMENTS INTO
 NAVIGATOR TRADING LIMITED

Generations Strategy
ARRANGING INVESTMENTS INTO

 TP LEASING LIMITED

Navigator Strategy

TARGET RETURN  
(4 - 6%)

Generations Strategy

TARGET RETURN  
(1.5 - 2.5%)

Estimated  
Blended Annual  

Return

Portfolio Allocations - Target Returns

Generations Strategy’s performance measured 
against the FTSE 100 and AIM over 10 years 

Funding into 

•  UK small and medium 

 sized businesses

•  Targeting a return to investors 

of 4% to 6% per annum (after all 

annual fees and charges)*

Funding into 

•  Public sector organisations and 

good quality companies

•  Targeting a return to investors of 

1.5% to 2.5% per annum 

 (after all annual fees and charges)*

100%

80%

60%

50%

40%

20%

0%

5.0%

4.4%

3.8%

3.5%

3.2%

2.6%

2.0%

0%

20%

40%

50%

60%

80%

100%

Generations Strategy
(Net of TP annual fees)

FTSE 100
(Total Return)

FTSE AIM All Share
(Total Return)

Source Triple Point 2016 
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Additional Planning Uses

The Triple Point Estate Planning Service can be used to meet a range of 

planning needs. 

Capital
Preservation

Targeted
Diversification

Steady
Growth

Liquidity+ + +

Navigator Strategy
TARGETS GROWTH

•  UK small and medium  

sized businesses

•  £190m+ of funding  provided

•  40,000+ customers

•  £5,000 average contract value 

•  Targets a return to investors  

of 4% to 6% per annum 

 (after all annual fees and 

charges)

•  Public sector and good 

 quality companies

• £285m+ of funding for 

 leasing and infrastructure

• Over 150 customers 

• £250,000 average contract 

value

• Targets a return to investors of 

1.5% to 2.5% per annum (after 

all annual fees and charges)

Generations Strategy
TARGETS CAPITAL PRESERVATION

The Triple Point Estate Planning Service

These include:

• Immediately re-establishing business 

relief following disposal of a business relief           

qualifying interest.

• Investments held in a trust – exemption from          

the decennial charge and inheritance tax charges   

on transfers into a trust.

• Investments through Power of Attorney.

• Assisting those seeking to make an application     

for a Tier 1 (Investor) Visa.

• Eligible investment for those seeking Business 

Investment Relief
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Tax Consequences of Withdrawals

The Triple Point Estate Planning Service allows you to maintain access to your funds. 

Should circumstances change, investors may add to their investment or make withdrawals.

Investors may make further 

investments into the Estate Planning 

Service monthly. The minimum 

additional investment is £10,000 and 

each additional investment may take 

up to two years to become exempt 

from inheritance tax.

To add funds, investors and their 

authorised financial advisers should 

complete a new application form.

1.  Regular Withdrawals

If investors are looking for regular 

capital withdrawals, they can elect 

to receive these either on a six 

monthly or annual basis.

2.  Ad Hoc Withdrawals

Investors can request ad hoc 

withdrawals at any time and, 

subject to liquidity, we aim to satisfy 

withdrawal requests within 3 months 

of receiving the written request. 

Withdrawals will be made out of each strategy in the same proportion as originally invested unless other-

wise instructed. The minimum balance in each strategy after making a withdrawal is £10,000, unless an 

investor wishes to withdraw all of their funds. All withdrawals are subject to the dealing out charge of 1% 

and the Performance Incentive Fee if appropriate, as described on page 16.

More money to add?
Feel free at any time

Withdrawals? 
There are two types of withdrawal facility available

Built-in Flexibility
OUR SERVICE GIVES YOU FLEXIBILITY, CONTROL 
AND LIQUIDITY WHEN YOU NEED IT

10 | Triple Point Estate Planning Service  

Investors should be aware that 

withdrawing funds may give rise to a tax 

liability on any gains realised. The amount 

realised will also be reduced to the extent 

that any stamp duty is payable as a 

result of the transaction. Investors should 

remember that the amount withdrawn 

may lose business relief qualifying status. 

Should investors wish to make a 

withdrawal, they will only be required to 

pay tax on the growth achieved on that 

specific portion of their investments. 

Triple Point’s preference is to process 

the withdrawal by means of a matched 

bargain (matching new investments into 

the service with investments that are 

withdrawn) which will be chargeable as 

a capital gain. Alternatively if shares are 

bought back from investors any gain may 

be subject to income tax. 

Triple Point is unable to give tax advice 

and investors should seek professional 

tax advice based on their personal 

circumstances.



 Triple Point manages one of 
the largest privately capitalised 
leasing companies in the UK.

‘‘ ‘‘



Our Businesses in Action
DIVERSE INVESTMENTS FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS

12 | Triple Point Estate Planning Service 

Triple Point has a proven track record of providing solid returns through economic cycles. 

Our investors benefit from a diverse asset base as well as a large customer base. These 

investments also create value by enabling public and private sector organisations to 

acquire assets, deliver services and support UK growth and investment.*

FIRE ENGINES

Triple Point has provided £3m to the 
UK Fire Service, enabling them to  
acquire new fire engines.

BUSES AND MINIBUSES

We have provided £3m of funding to 
Local Authorities to enable them to 
acquire buses and minibuses.

REFUSE COLLECTION VEHICLES

Triple Point has provided UK Local 

Authorities with £12m of funding for 

Refuse Collection Vehicle fleets.

INCUBATORS/FOETAL MONITORS

By providing the NHS with £4.5m of 
funding, UK hospitals have been able 
to acquire the latest incubators, foetal 
monitors and ultrasound equipment.

PROPERTY BRIDGE FINANCING

Working with specialist lenders, 
we have provided £47m of bridge 
financing for property acquisitions.

DIGITAL CINEMA PROJECTORS

We have provided £6m to cinemas 
across the UK and Europe to help 
fund digital projector technology.

* For more information on the Triple Point Generations Strategy’s past performance over the last 10 years refer to page 8.
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GYM EQUIPMENT

We have helped Local Authorities 
and Schools to acquire new gym 
equipment worth £3m.

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

Thanks to Triple Point, the NHS has 
been able to acquire new medical 
and surgical equipment costing 
£28m.

ASSISTED HOUSING

Working with Local Authorities, 

we have provided £7.8m to fund 

social housing projects.

KITCHEN/CATERING EQUIPMENT

Triple Point has recently provided 

funding of £300,000 for hospitality 

industry suppliers.

WORKING CAPITAL LOANS

We have provided over 7,000 small 
and medium sized business with 
working capital.

STREET SWEEPERS

We have provided funding of £2.5m 
to help Local Authorities to acquire 
new street sweepers.

MOBILE TELECOMS

Triple Point funds UK telecoms 
companies to supply almost 
1 million call minutes a day.

IT EQUIPMENT

Triple Point has helped the NHS 
and UK Local Authorities to acquire 
£6.5m worth of IT equipment.

CREDIT CARD TERMINALS

Working with over 38,000 UK SMEs, 
we have provided funding of £18m 
for payment card terminals.

AMBULANCES

Triple Point has provided £29m to 
enable the NHS and Charities to 
acquire new ambulance fleets.



Once you have read and 

understood this Information 

Memorandum, you, together 

with your Financial Adviser, 

will need to complete and 

submit Part II of the Triple 

Point Estate Planning Service 

Investor Agreement and 

Application Form, including 

anti-money laundering 

documents.

Initial Investment

The minimum investment into the Triple 

Point Estate Planning Service is £50,000 

and there is no upper limit. Applications 

are accepted twice monthly and need 

to be received by us five business days 

before the last business day of the month 

(or five business days before the 15th day 

of the month for mid-month applications). 

We aim to acknowledge applications 

to financial advisors within 24 hours of 

submission.

Funds Invested

Triple Point will arrange investments 

on the investor’s behalf into one or 

more trading companies with the shares 

registered in the name of TP Nominees Ltd 

as nominee. Transactions may be settled 

through the issue of new shares or by 

arranging the purchase of beneficial rights 

in existing shares. 

We will write to the investor and their 

financial adviser within 30 business days 

confirming the allotment of their shares 

and the start date of the two year Business 

How to Invest
A SIMPLE AND STRAIGHTFORWARD PROCESS

STEP
1 We pride ourselves on 

providing a high standard 
of customer service and 
empowering advisors 
with the right tools to 
assist their clients.

‘‘

‘‘
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COMPLETE THE
APPLICATION FORM



Please submit a cheque 

with your application or 

arrange for an electronic 

transfer to be made. 

Please note that we can 

only accept funds from an 

account in the investor’s 

name or the adviser’s client 

account. Funds are then 

held in a Client Account 

pending investment.

We will send you a 

Confirmation of Receipt 

which confirms your 

expected investment date, 

as well as a breakdown 

of the gross investment 

amount, adviser facilitated 

charge (if applicable), and 

the total amount which 

will be invested. Your 

financial adviser will 

be emailed a copy.

We aim to arrange investments 

on the first working day of 

every month and on the 15th 

day of each month (or the 

next following working day if 

the 15th falls on a weekend 

or public holiday). Once your 

funds have been invested, 

we will write to you within 

30 working days with the 

transaction details and your 

investments in accordance 

with your strategy selection.

We will write to you with a 

report on your investment 

every six months (as at 31 

March and 30 September). 

Senior members of the 

team are always available 

to answer any questions 

you or your adviser 

may have. 

Relief qualifying period for funds they 

have invested.

Initial adviser facilitated charges (if any) 

and initial charges payable to Triple Point 

are settled shortly after investments are 

made.

We continue to monitor the business 

activities of the companies in which 

investment is arranged on an ongoing 

basis to check that the investments 

continue to qualify for Business Relief.

Reporting and Valuations

In addition to the confirmation of 

investment, we write to investors with 

a report on their investment every six 

months. Senior members of the team are 

always available to answer any questions 

investors and advisers may have.

After an Investor Dies

Investments are expected to be exempt 

from inheritance tax provided they have 

been held for two years.

On request, Triple Point will provide a 

valuation to the executors for them to 

STEP
2

STEP
3

STEP
4

STEP
5

submit to HMRC prior to probate being 

granted.

On death, investments should receive a 

tax free uplift in basis for capital gains tax 

purposes.

Subject to the terms of the deceased’s 

Will, once probate has been granted, the 

executors may give instructions that the 

investments are realised in part or whole or 

transferred to one or more beneficiaries. If 

transferred to a beneficiary, he or she will be 

given the opportunity to join the Service.
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At Triple Point we think it is important to clearly set out the charges associated 

with an investment so that investors are able to make informed decisions.

One off charges

1 Initial charge 2.5%

2 Dealing out charge 1.0%

3 Performance incentive fee   
   (Navigator strategy only)

20%*

* on returns between 5% 
and 7.5% p.a. on exit

One off Charges Annual Charges

The Charges
A CLEAR PICTURE OF THE COSTS

Initial Charge

There is an initial charge of 2.5% of the investment amount 

payable to Triple Point by the companies in which investments 

are arranged.

Dealing Out Charge

A 1.0% dealing out charge on all withdrawals from the Triple 

Point Estate Planning Service is payable by investors to Triple 

Point based on the value of the investments on the date of 

withdrawal.

Performance Incentive Fee 

(Navigator Strategy Only)

At Triple Point we seek to align our interests with our investors 

and in respect of funds deployed through the Navigator strategy 

we charge a performance incentive fee.

This performance fee is only levied when a withdrawal is 

made from an investment in the Navigator Strategy. On these 

occasions, Triple Point receives a 20% share of the value realised 

in excess of a compound return of 5% per annum (based on 

the initial net subscription and after deducting any dealing out 

charge). The performance fee is capped so that it is only collected 

on returns between 5% and 7.5% per annum.

Annual Management Charge

1.5% of the prevailing net asset value.

We put the interests of our investors first and therefore

ensure that in any year Triple Point Estate Planning Service

investors first receive a priority return of 4%

(annualised) for funds deployed through the Navigator

Strategy and 1.5% (annualised) for funds deployed through

the Generations Strategy before Triple Point receives annual

charges for that year.

For ease of understanding, we have detailed the

interaction between the indicative return in two charts on

the following page.

Corporate Running Costs

Corporate running costs include accounting and audit costs, 

reporting, directors’ fees and admin costs. Triple Point will cap 

the corporate running costs of any companies in which the Triple 

Point Estate Planning Service arranges investment at 1% above 

which any excess will be borne by Triple Point. The expenses cap 

excludes any amounts payable under the fees listed on this page 

as one off charges or annual management charges.
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Generations 
Return p.a.*

Return to 
Investor p.a.

Annual
Charge

1.0% 1.0% 0.0%

2.0% 1.5% 0.5%

3.0% 1.5% 1.5%

4.0% 2.5% 1.5%

Generations Strategy
Indicative Return and Associated Annual Charges

* After the deduction of annual expenses which are capped at 1.0%

Financial Advice

Financial advisers can be paid directly by the investor 

for both initial and annual on-going adviser charging. 

Alternatively, for initial charging, Triple Point can pay 

the adviser from the amount paid to it on instruction 

from the investor. Initial adviser charges settled in 

this way will be deducted before investments are 

arranged through the Triple Point Estate Planning 

Service.

Navigator 
Return p.a.*

Return to 
Investor p.a.**

Annual
Charge

3.0% 3.0% 0.0%

4.0% 4.0% 0.0%

5.0% 4.0% 1.0%

6.0% 4.5% 1.5%

7.0% 5.5% 1.5%

Navigator Strategy
Indicative Return and Associated Annual Charges

There is no guarantee that the target returns of 4-6% for the Navigator Strategy and 1.5-2.5% for the Generations Strategy will be achieved and 

investors may get back less than the amount they invested. Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated.

* After the deduction of annual expenses which are capped at 1.0%

** Subject to the performance incentive fee which may be payable 
when a withdrawal is made

INDICATIVE RETURNS AND CHARGES
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For annual on-going adviser charging, Triple Point 

may, on an annual basis and on instruction from 

the investor, realise the appropriate number of 

shares to facilitate the payment to the adviser. 

This may give rise to a tax liability on any gains 

realised. The amount realised will also be reduced 

to the extent that any stamp duty is payable as a 

result of the transaction.



Neil Richards
Head of Leasing

Neil joined Triple Point in 2013 to focus on 

the business’s provision of finance to the SME 

sector. He  has over 25 years experience in 

leasing and finance and founded Virtual Lease 

Services in 1999. Neil graduated from the 

University of Exeter with a degree in Economics 

and qualified as a Chartered Accountant in 

1991 with Ernst & Young.

Our Team
THE TRIPLE POINT ESTATE PLANNING SERVICE

Our team includes individuals with extensive experience in leasing, 

asset finance and arranging funding for small businesses.

Ben Beaton 
Managing Partner

James Cranmer 
Managing Partner

Ben joined Triple Point in 2007 and was 

appointed Head of Investment in 2014. He has 

led on the sourcing and negotiating of a broad 

spectrum of investments including over £80m 

in the cinema digitisation sector and over 

£38m in hydroelectric power. Ben has a BSc 

in Biological Sciences from the University of 

Edinburgh.

He became Managing Partner in 2016.

James joined Triple Point in 2007 as a Partner to 

develop Triple Point’s origination and investment 

capability. He has over 20 years’ experience in 

structured, asset and vendor finance. He has been 

responsible for in excess of £1bn of funding into 

UK Local Authorities, NHS Hospital Trusts, FTSE 

100 and small and medium sized companies. 

James is a graduate of St Andrews University.

He became Managing Partner in 2016.

Managing Partners

Ken Hunnisett
Head of Public Sector Leasing

Ken has been involved in Public Sector 

operating leasing for more than 20 years, first 

as an adviser to several of the largest NHS 

Trusts and Local Authorities and then as a 

Director of sector-specialist Cranmer Lawrence 

& Company Ltd. Ken chairs the Healthcare 

forum of the Finance & Leasing Association.
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Jonathan Parr
Head of Product Development

Jonathan joined Triple Point in 2010 and 

is responsible for the development and 

management of Triple Point’s investment 

products and services. He joined from Deloitte 

where he spent four years in tax advisory.

He has a BSc in Physics from the University of 

Manchester, is a Chartered Tax Adviser and a 

CFA Charterholder.

Max Shenkman
Head of Investment

Max joined Triple Point in 2011 and has led 

investments across the product range, most 

recently originating and executing investments 

into Combined Heat and Power and social housing. 

Prior to that Max was responsible for providing over 

£100m of receivables financing to SME telcos. He 

has ten years’ combined experience in corporate 

finance, consultancy and venture capital. He was 

previously a corporate finance associate at Lazard 

where he advised private equity clients on both the 

buy and sell side of transactions, and spent a year in 

the debt capital markets team working with clients 

on structuring leveraged buyouts. Max graduated 

from the University of Edinburgh.

Belinda Thomas
Head of Sales and Investor Relations

Belinda is a Triple Point Partner and leads 

sales and investor relations. She joined Triple 

Point in 2009 to manage relationships with 

intermediaries, professional advisers and 

existing investors. She has worked within the 

financial services sector for 16 years. Belinda 

graduated from the University of Newcastle and 

qualified as a Chartered Accountant at PwC. She 

is a chartered wealth manager and a chartered 

fellow of the CISI. Belinda joined Triple Point 

after eight years at Schroders Private Bank, 

where she was a Client Director.

Caroline Lewis
Lease Portfolio Manager

Caroline has over 25 years’ of leasing experience 

including 14 years working for Dresdner Kleinwort 

Wasserstein, now Commerzbank. She has a law 

degree from the University of Birmingham. 

Claire Ainsworth
Partner

Claire joined Triple Point in 2006 to lead 

Product Development and was appointed 

Managing Partner in 2010, a position she 

occupied until 2016. She has over 31 years’ 

industry experience including 16 years in 

structured finance at Deutsche Bank where 

she was a Managing Director.

Claire has a BA in Law from the University 

of Oxford.

Mike Bayer
Partner and Head of Compliance

Mike was a founding partner of Triple Point. He has held 

a number of finance and investment positions including 

leading the investment and subsequent realisation for the 

pioneering Triple Point VCT. He has 23 years’ experience 

in the financial and investment sectors and prior to 

Triple Point was at 3i plc, Dresdner Kleinwort and Ernst 

& Young in their private equity, leveraged finance and 

corporate finance teams. Mike qualified as a Chartered 

Accountant with Ernst & Young and holds the Advanced 

Diploma in Corporate Finance from the Corporate Finance 

Faculty of the ICAEW/CISI.  He has a degree in Physics 

and Business Studies from the University of Warwick.
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Paul Oliver
Independent Director
TP Leasing Ltd

Paul has worked in the Leasing and Credit 

Industry since 1976. He originally worked 

in credit and operational management for 

Lombard Finance. Paul has established and 

managed start-up leasing operations in three 

market areas: in a vendor captive finance 

business; for Japanese-owned Nikko Bank; and 

finally as an independent leasing business, 

Virtual Lease Services Limited.

Chris Fleming-Brown
Independent Director
Navigator Trading Ltd

Chris was appointed a director with effect from 1 

January 2014. He is also a non-executive director 

of EFG Private Bank Limited, UK and its Guernsey 

subsidiary bank. In addition he is a director of 

Egerton Partners Limited, providing finance 

advice to private clients. Previously he was a 

director of Barclays Wealth, Credit Suisse (UK) 

Limited, and Schroders where he spent 16 years 

and had senior roles in lending and debt advice 

to corporates and private individuals.

Independent Directors



In the course of our 

business, there will be 

occasions when the 

interests of one group of 

investors may conflict 

with those of another, or 

when Triple Point’s own 

interests may conflict 

with those of investors.

Co-investment

In some cases opportunities arise which 

either can, or sometimes require, the co-

investment of capital from different sources. 

This could result in a conflict between 

Triple Point’s responsibilities to TPEPS 

investors, and its responsibilities to other 

investors - it is further possible that there 

could be conflicts between one group of 

TPEPS investors and another. Co-investment 

widens the pool of opportunities available 

to TPEPS and we seek to ensure that all 

interests are properly and fairly represented 

on an ‘arms length basis’ at all times.

 

Valuations

There are occasions when one or more 

TPEPS investors seek to leave the service, 

whilst others join. It is important that these 

conflicting interests in the valuations used 

for joiners and leavers are treated equitably 

and transparently.

Services Provision

In some circumstances services provided to 

TPEPS can be provided by other members 

of the Triple Point Group. Examples are 

accounting and administrative support 

services. Such services may be provided 

by third parties or by a Triple Point Group 

related provider, where there are clear cost 

and quality benefits to investors that justify 

the appointment.

 

Potential Conflicts of Interest
THE TRIPLE POINT ESTATE PLANNING SERVICE (TPEPS)
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How We Manage Conflicts

We take our responsibility to manage 

conflicts very seriously, in particular 

our responsibility to ensure that all 

investors are treated fairly. 

We have in place procedures to identify, 

manage, and mitigate conflicts which 

include independent consideration 

of the interests of all parties. Our 

policy sets out the organisational and 

administrative arrangements that Triple 

Point maintains to manage such conflicts. 

A copy of our Conflicts Policy is available 

on request. All staff receive training about 

conflicts, and conflicts are considered both 

by Triple Point’s own Conflicts Committee, 

as well as by the various Boards that are 

involved with TPEPS.

More information is provided below on the 

different types of conflicts that may arise 

in TPEPS. There are certain circumstances 

where potential conflicts may result from 

arrangements that advantage investors. 

These conflicts are reviewed and managed 

in order to ensure that our investors’ best 

interests are not compromised.



Triple Point Interests and 
Wider Business   
Relationships

Triple Point and its partners and staff have 

developed, or acquired, interests in some of 

the trading platforms and other businesses 

that transact with, and provide support 

services to, the companies into which 

investments are arranged through TPEPS.

Whilst Triple Point’s support or affiliation 

with such counterparties help to develop 

and grow business opportunities for TPEPS 

or provide operational benefits, such 

interactions can also give rise to potential 

conflicts of interest.

By way of illustration, some examples of 

current business relationship conflicts 

include:

(a)  Triple Point owns a business which 

provides accounting and administration 

services to TPEPS for which it charges 

fees;

(b) Triple Point owns an equity stake in 

the telecoms financing business and 

terminals financing business that 

provide funding opportunities to TPEPS;

(c)  the partners of Triple Point own a lease 

administration business which supports 

and processes the payment terminals 

opportunities funded by investments 

through the Estate Planning Service.

(d)  Triple Point LLP has contracted with 

Beacon Lease Partners Limited (a Triple 

Point related entity) to provide lease 

origination and asset management 

services to TP Leasing Limited and other 

entities which utilise funds under the 

management of Triple Point Investment 

Management or Triple Point LLP.

Clearly, these conflicts must be managed 

carefully and Triple Point takes its 

responsibilities in this regard very 

seriously. Procedures are in place to ensure 

that such conflicts are identified and 

properly managed, including independent 

representation on the relevant Boards that 

represent investors’ interests. Our policies, 

objectives, and culture are clear in requiring 

that there should never be a disadvantage to 

TPEPS Investors arising from such a conflict.

 

Ongoing Business   
Management

In performing its role in overseeing 

the trading companies in which 

investments are arranged through 

TPEPS (for example, leasing), Triple 

Point makes recommendations on 

matters such as in what proportion 

to deploy capital between different 

underlying trading businesses. 

These recommendations adhere to 

the strategies that apply to TPEPS, 

and adopt the general objective 

of promoting and developing the 

long-term interests of those investing 

through TPEPS, for example, building 

external business relationships and 

pipelines. At its core, our approach is 

to ensure that decisions are fair to all 

investors.

Potential Conflicts of Interest
THE TRIPLE POINT ESTATE PLANNING SERVICE (TPEPS)
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‘‘ The value we create goes beyond 
simply delivering solid returns; it 
extends to the partnerships we 
build and the integrity with which 
we conduct our business.

‘‘



As with any decision, there are always 

associated risks. By understanding how 

these can be mitigated you will be able to 

make informed decisions and be able to 

manage the risk to an acceptable level.

This summary is designed to help investors 

and their advisers understand the principal 

risks associated with an investment through 

the Triple Point Estate Planning Service. 

It is important that investors fully understand 

these risks and we encourage you to consider 

them carefully before making any investment 

decisions. 

If you would like more information or detail 

about any of the risks, please contact us on 

020 7201 8990.

Prospective investors should seek advice 

from a qualified, financial adviser to 

ensure that this service is suitable for 

their individual needs and circumstances.

Please remember that tax laws can change, 

as can the legal and regulatory parameters 

within which businesses operate.

Triple Point cannot give advice either on 

the merits of this opportunity or on its 

suitability for individual investors and whilst 

this summary highlights the key risks, it 

does not and cannot cover exhaustively all 

of the risks that may apply to an investment 

through TPEPS.

Risk to Capital

The value of an investment through TPEPS 

may go down as well as up and investors 

may not get back all of the amount they 

originally invested. Investors should not 

consider investing unless they are able to 

bear the associated financial risks involved 

in investing through TPEPS.

Investors should not consider investing 

unless they already have a diversified 

portfolio.

 

The Risks
HELPING YOU TO UNDERSTAND THE RISKS
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Performance

Prospective investors should be aware that 

past performance is no guide to future 

performance and that any statements made 

in relation to expected future performance 

are projections rather than guarantees. 

There is no guarantee that the strategies 

will achieve their return expectations or 

targets. The amount of any fees, charges or 

expenses payable will affect returns.

Business Risk

The performance of the companies in which 

TPEPS arranges investment is dependent 

upon a number of factors which include the 

quality of their customer bases and their 

respective revenue streams, the strength of 

management and controls, and the value 

of any assets held as security. Both specific 

and general circumstances can adversely 

affect customers’ abilities or willingness 

to meet their obligations. Businesses may 

also be affected by competition, interest 

rates, inflation, employment rates, and 

other macroeconomic factors over which 

the investment manager has no control. 

There is therefore a possibility that one 

or more of the businesses into which 

investments are arranged may under-

perform and cause a loss of value for TPEPS 

investors.

Tax risk

Tax treatment depends on individual 

circumstances and an investment through 

TPEPS will not be suitable for all investors.

Tax reliefs may be lost by investors taking, 

or not taking, certain steps or by changes in 

the tax regime. Investors should seek advice 

from a qualified financial or taxation adviser 

on the suitability of an investment.

Triple Point will only arrange investments 

through TPEPS into companies that are 

reasonably believed to have business relief 

qualifying status; however there can be no 

guarantee that a company will attain or 

maintain such status.

Failure to maintain such status could result 

in the loss of tax reliefs and have adverse 

tax consequences for investors.

Levels, bases of, and relief from, taxation are 

subject to change. Such changes could be 

retrospective. The tax reliefs described are 

based on current legislation, practice and 

interpretation and the value of tax reliefs 

depends upon the individual circumstances 

of investors. The availability of business 

relief is assessed by HMRC on a case-by-

case basis based on the circumstances at 

the time of death of the investor.

Investment Period 
and illiquidity

TPEPS will arrange investments in 

unquoted companies whose shares are 

not as readily realisable (‘liquid’) as, for 

example, companies listed on the London 

Stock Exchange. Investors can request the 

withdrawal of funds at any time and Triple 

Point will attempt to arrange realisation of 

investments within three months from the 

date of the written withdrawal request. In 

exceptional circumstances, such as a change 

of legislative framework, the process to 

realise investments could take much longer 

and investors may receive withdrawals in 

instalments. In addition, as the shares held 

will be unquoted, they can be difficult to 

value and sell. Therefore, Triple Point cannot 

guarantee that an investor’s funds will be 

returned in the target timeframe set out in 

this Memorandum. Investments in business 

relief qualifying companies must be held for 

at least two years (and held at the date of 

death) in order to benefit from Inheritance 

Tax Relief and you should therefore 

recognise that investments arranged 

through TPEPS are long term investments. 

If you sell or withdraw any of your holding, 

you will lose the Inheritance Tax Relief on 

the amount withdrawn and retain potential 

Inheritance Tax Relief exemption only on 

your remaining investment.

Diversification

Investments may be arranged into a single 

company. This limited diversification could 

increase the risk for investors.

Reliance on the Investment 
Manager

Triple Point has been appointed as the 

Alternative Investment Fund Manager of 

TPEPS and is dependent on certain key 

individuals and on their business and 

financial skills. The success of the Service 

will depend upon the ongoing ability of the 

investment manager to identify, source, 

select, complete, and monitor appropriate 

investments.
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Value Creation

We create value by building innovative products for 

investors and offering attractive funding solutions to a range 

of businesses and organisations in both the public and 

private sectors. Our innate curiosity propels us to explore 

possibilities and find unique combinations; from the deals 

we originate through to the way we design our products.

At Triple Point we believe in building long lasting  

partnerships with advisers and the businesses we fund.  

Simple Investment Philosophy

Our investment philosophy is simple; we target opportunities 

which seek to offer our investors:

• Capital Security

• Liquidity

• Predictable Returns

This approach is designed to create value by providing solid 

returns for our investors and delivering sustainable growth 

for the businesses that we partner with.

Precise Execution

Our experience and precision-based approach enables us to 

unlock unique opportunities for our investors. We match the 

requirements of private investors seeking capital security 

and liquidity with the needs of carefully vetted companies 

seeking funding in both the public and private sectors.

Diverse Experience

Time and again we have funded tangible assets, and 

partnered with organisations, through full economic cycles, 

to deliver the essential services they provide to their  

customers. We select investments across a wide range of 

sectors which have included technology, renewable energy, 

and asset finance. Most of our clients benefit from the tax 

reliefs associated with Enterprise Investment Schemes, 

Venture Capital Trusts and Business Relief.

We are an established private partnership founded in 2004. As a 
specialist investment business, we make more than just money 
for our clients; we create value. This value goes beyond simply 
delivering solid returns; it extends to the lasting partnerships we 
build and the integrity with which we conduct our business.

About Triple Point
PRIVATE INVESTMENT SPECIALISTS
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In 2016 Triple Point’s Generations Strategy 
proudly celebrated 10 years in the market

Triple Point has consistently met target
returns within its sector

10 YEARS
IN ESTATE 
PLANNING 1

Years of 
Generations 
Strategy



‘‘ ‘‘We make more than just 
money for our clients; 
we create value.



18 St. Swithin’s Lane 

London EC4N 8AD

Adviser and Investor Enquiries

020 7201 8990

contact@triplepoint.co.uk

For further information please contact

www.triplepoint.co.uk

Triple Point is the trading name for the Triple Point Group which includes the following companies and associated entities: Triple Point Investment 

Management LLP registered in England & Wales no. OC321250, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority no. 456597, Triple 

Point Administration LLP registered in England & Wales no. OC391352 and authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority no. 

618187, and TP Nominees Limited registered in England & Wales no.07839571, all of 18 St. Swithin’s Lane, London, EC4N 8AD, UK


